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MATCHES
valorant champions tour stage 1: Masters reykjavík

valorant champions tour stage 2: Masters COPENHAGEN

valorant champions 2022

April 10-24, 2022  reykjavík, iceland  12 Teams           

July 10-23, 2022  Copenhagen, denmark   12 teams          

august 31-September 18, 2022  İstanbul, Türkiye   16 teams          

all matches bo3 except lower and grand finals, bo5
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MASTERS 1 reykjavík Matches

- Time in MST
- ALl matches bo3 except finals, bo5 @Shoodiena



MASTERS 2 COPENHAGEN Matches

- Time in MST
- ALl matches bo3 except finals, bo5 @Shoodiena



Champions istanbul Matches
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Top performers
top 5 teams
top 5 players

top 5 Defenders

top 5 players PER role

top 5 ATTACKERS

Chamber, duelist, controller, initiator*

*Not enough pure sentinel players
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1. loud

2. fpx

3. OPTC

4. DRX

5. prx

top 5 Teams
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SNUBS
These are players who i feel deserve a spot on the rankings, but I 

decided not to put them in the ranking due to a lack of rounds played 

OR were igls and undermined by the way the metric was calculated

OR are players that barely missed the list. 

Best Controller

Best Initiator

Best Duelist

Best Chamber

Sscary - snubbed due to lack of rounds

Boaster - snubbed due to igl role

Adverso - snubbed due to lack of rounds

BcJ - snubbed due to lack of rounds

FNS - snubbed due to igl role

Zekken - snubbed due to lack of rounds

Victor - selflessness cant be measured

Keznit - ranked 6th

Cryocells - snubbed due to lack of rounds

NagZ - snubbed due to lack of rounds

@Shoodiena



Top controllers

Where are the igls?
A key limitation of using in-game data for metric creation is the bias against 

igls. Often, igls do not perform as well as players not under the leadership 

role. Until we can figure out a way to measure AN IGLs impact, they will 

continue to be undermined by created metrics

Top initiators

@Shoodiena

1. Shao
2. Sacy
3. Stax
4. Crashies
5. Enzo

1.09
1.05
1.03
1.02
1.01

1.19
1.08
1.17
1.03
1.05

1.08
1.07
0.97
1.04
1.05

ATKRATINGTEAM DEF
FPX
LOUD
DRX
OPTIC
FNATIC

1. MAKO
2. pancada
3. suygetsu
4. less
5. marved

1.06
1.05
1.05
1.01
0.99

1.19
1.08
1.17
1.03
1.05

1.08
1.07
0.97
1.04
1.05

ATKRATINGTEAM DEF
DRX
LOUD
FPX
LOUD
optic



Top chambers

1. yay
2. derke
3. ardiis
4. laz
5. tacolilla

1.12
1.16
1.05
1.02
1.02

1.04
1.18
1.00
0.95
0.88

1.05
1.06
0.96
0.94
1.02

ATKRATINGTEAM DEF
optic
FNATIC
FPX
ZETA
LEV

Top duelists

1. ALFAJER
2. aspas
3. buzz
4. zyppan
5. forsaken

1.07
1.05
1.03
1.02
1.01

1.22
0.97
1.08
1.02
1.03

0.91
1.04
0.98
1.03
0.91

ATKRATINGTEAM DEF
fnatic
loud
drx
fpx
prx
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PLAYER RATINGS TABLE
>700 rounds
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Select Player Stats
rounds>300@Shoodiena



Select Player Stats
rounds>300
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TEAMS
individual team stats
average team statistics
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well below average

Key: 

below averagewell above average average

aspas • less • saadhak • sacy • pancada

General stats

region: BR

location: Brazil

date formed: 1/30/2022

2022 Winnings: $470,387

total winnings: $470,387

ROUNDS PLAYED: 742

ROUNDS WON: 389

ROUND WP: 52%

TEAM STATS

pistol: 50%

swing: 58%

gun:  53%

ECO: 0%

ANTI-ECO: 94%

5v4: 75%

4v5: 32%

1v1: 45%

kpr: 3.57

dpr: 3.35

APR: 1.44

FKPR: 0.47

FDPR: 0.53

ranking: 1

loud (LOUD)

Coach: bzka

above average

@Shoodiena



well below average

Key: 

below averagewell above average average

suygetsu • ardiis • ange1 • zyppan • shao

General stats

region: EMEA

location: China

date formed: 8/11/2020

2022 Winnings: $380,571

total winnings: $477,292

ROUNDS PLAYED: 917

ROUNDS WON: 479

ROUND WP: 52%

TEAM STATS

pistol: 50%

swing: 51%

gun:  51%

ECO: 10%

ANTI-ECO: 91%

5v4: 70%

4v5: 34%

1v1: 54%

kpr: 3.51

dpr: 3.4

APR: 1.31

FKPR: 0.51

FDPR: 0.47

ranking: 2

FunPlus phoenix (FPX)

Coach: doombros

above average

@Shoodiena



well below average

Key: 

below averagewell above average average

crashies • yay • fns • marved • victor

General stats

region: na

location: United states

date formed: 2/9/2022

2022 Winnings: $499,000

total winnings: $499,000

ROUNDS PLAYED: 1353

ROUNDS WON: 709

ROUND WP: 52%

TEAM STATS

pistol: 50%

swing: 49%

gun:  52%

ECO: 12%

ANTI-ECO: 97%

5v4: 72%

4v5: 32%

1v1: 50%

kpr: 3.54

dpr: 3.4

APR: 1.36

FKPR: 0.53

FDPR: 0.47

ranking: 3

optc gaming (OPTC)

Coach: chet

above average

@Shoodiena



well below average

Key: 

below averagewell above average average

zest • buzz • stax • mako • rb

General stats

region: KR

location: south korea

date formed: 1/6/2022

2022 Winnings: $244,750

total winnings: $244,750

ROUNDS PLAYED: 940

ROUNDS WON: 505

ROUND WP: 54%

TEAM STATS

pistol: 57%

swing: 56%

gun:  55%

ECO: 6%

ANTI-ECO: 89%

5v4: 73%

4v5: 35%

1v1: 57%

kpr: 3.54

dpr: 3.38

APR: 1.39

FKPR: 0.5

FDPR: 0.5

ranking: 4

DRX (DRX)

Coach: termi

above average

@Shoodiena



well below average

Key: 

below averagewell above average average

mindfreak • forsaken • benkai • df4v41 • jinggg

General stats

region: apac

location: singapore

date formed: 7/19/2020

2022 Winnings: $282,822

total winnings: $338,369

ROUNDS PLAYED: 627

ROUNDS WON: 323

ROUND WP: 52%

TEAM STATS

pistol: 57%

swing: 50%

gun:  50%

ECO: 12%

ANTI-ECO: 86%

5v4: 74%

4v5: 27%

1v1: 52%

kpr: 3.57

dpr: 3.58

APR: 1.37

FKPR: 0.48

FDPR: 0.52

ranking: 5

PAPER REX (PRX)

Coach: alecks

above average

@Shoodiena



TEAM STATS pt. 1
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2022 averages

Pistol: 50%

Swing: 48% 

Gun: 47%

Anti-eco: 91%

Eco: 6%

5v4: 69%

4v5: 28%

1v1: 49%

KPR: 3.41

DPR: 3.54

APR: 1.30

fkpr: 0.49

fdpr: 0.51

TEAM STATS pt. 2

@Shoodiena



Artistic Interpretation of Stats: Who’s actually making an impact? 1

Artistic Interpretation of Stats: 
Who’s actually making an 
impact?
While statistics on their own can tell us a lot about a team or an individual player, there 
is so much that they can’t tell us. This calls for the need to eye-test before making 
decisions based on statistics.

To outline this, I will bring up two examples: creative decisions that went into my 
rankings and what statistics can’t capture about team players.

Creativity in my rankings
Valorant is a tough game to use statistics to rank players for during a single season 
because of the variation of rounds played from player to player. One critical decision I 
had to make was in my “Top 5 Chambers” list where Fnatic’s chamber, Derke, posted a 
higher overall rating than Optic’s chamber, yay. The main difference—yay had almost 
2.5x more rounds than Derke (1353 v 553). I needed to weight differences in rounds 
and do some deeper analysis than taking the statistic at face value. I also had to realize 
that my overall statistic was based on how many rounds they helped their team win. 

Ultimately, after weighing by rounds, I chose yay as the best chamber due to his 
consistency throughout the event. He rarely had an “off game”, which can also be 
attributed to FNS’ shotcalling and ability to set up yay in most situations—another 
variable that cannot be factored in with current statistics.

Another issue I ran into with my rankings was for my “Top 5 Duelists” list where Team 
Liquid’s (TL) duelist, ScreaM, ranked the highest. I decided not to put ScreaM into my 
rankings because of the way I perceived his gameplay through watching VODs. While 
Scream was a major reason TL was able to win a fair amount of rounds according to my 
statistics, he was also the reason why I believe they struggled, after reviewing previous 
games. 
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While ScreaM excelled at getting kills and keeping his team in the game, it often felt like 
the team had to play around him, which could be seen in their agent compositions. TL 
would opt for a Phoenix on maps where an alternative would be stronger, which altered 
playcalling to work with ScreaM rather than to work with the highest win probability 
macro ideas.

After reviewing these matches, I perceived that TL having to play around ScreaM, rather 
than with him, lessened the team’s performance more than it led the team to wins. This 
scenario also raised the question of how can we tell when a player is playing to work 
with the team to win rounds or playing for better statistics.

These are only a couple of the decisions I had to make using the statistics I had, but it 
also emphasized the importance of viewing matches and that you can’t solely rely on 
statistics.

What The Statistics Can’t See
Furthermore, players who make their impact through means that aren’t captured by 
stats, such as space creation, calling plays, and setting the pace for rounds, are often 
undermined in statistics painting them as a bad player.

Team Liquid’s team composition on Bind during VCT Champions (vlr.gg)

Team Liquid’s team composition on Breeze during VCT Champions (vlr.gg)

Victor’s stats during the VCT 2022 International Events
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Victor is one of the best duelists in the world, but his stats don’t align with that idea. His 
kill and damage stats such as ACS, KPR, and ADR are below average for the duelist 
role when comparing him to other duelists with 100+ rounds in the VCT 2022 
International Events. What’s missing is the impact Victor has on attack with the space 
he gains for his team, which is greatly supported by his team’s utility usage. Victor is the 
catalyst for Optic’s attack side and when they support him well with utility, he gets them 
the advantage they need to win rounds.

Victor is also a selfless player often taking the risky positioning to set his team up for a 
greater play. While his location in the screenshot above seems doomed, he’s there for a 
reason. After a quick attack hit from Boom Esports within the first 20 seconds of the 
round, Victor’s role here was to stall enough time for Optic’s B players to rotate over for 
the site retake. Victor walled himself off from the site to focus on the 3 players coming 
from main and was able to get a kill, which set his team up for a 3v3 retake on the site 
after the carnage (enemy Breach was alive, but outside of a position to help). This was 
only a glimpse of Victor’s impact on both attack and defense side, which can’t really be 
gauged from just looking at statistics.

Another issue I observed was around in-game leaders (IGLs). While utility assists are 
accounted for, they don’t fully capture the impact of player’s in the support role, 

Victor’s (Neon) positioning on a defensive Fracture round during VCT Champions.  
Note: THIS WAS ON OLD FRACTURE
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especially the IGLs. It’s currently impossible to gauge an IGL’s performance statistically 
when we cannot measure the impact of their shotcalling numerically besides manually 
counting round wins after a mid-round call. Another issue occurs with how IGL’s set up 
rounds and utility placement such as smokes.

Fnatic’s IGL, Boaster, failed to make my “Top 5 Controllers” list due to statistics not 
capturing his full impact. Often, the controller main will set up his team and their pacing 
for the round with his smokes, which enables the team’s fraggers like their chamber, 
Derke, to get into advantageous situations and get the important kills. For now, statistics 
will continue to undermine those players in leadership roles who actually have a bigger 
impact on the game than their stats will communicate. 
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Breaking Down Valorant 
Statistics: Counting Stats
A statistic can be called a counting stat if it’s able to be summed. Often, they are used 
to develop statistics more relevant for comparison such as rate stats.

There are many counting statistics in Valorant, but I’ll be listing some common ones that 
I used throuhgout this project.

Kills, Deaths, Assists + Derivatives
Kill (K) - A kill is counted each time a player kills an enemy player with a weapon or 
ability or is said to be the reason why someone died if their final HP was lost due to an 
indirect cause (ex. A player falling to death, but only reached the damage threshold to 
die from the fall due to damage from another player)

Trade Kills - Trade kills are counted each time a player kills an enemy that had 
killed one of their teammates within the past 3 seconds.

Traded Kills - Traded kills are counted each time a player kills an enemy, but was 
traded out by another enemy within 3 seconds of the initial kill.

Untraded Kills - Untraded kills are counted each time a player kills an enemy and 
was not traded by another enemy within 3 seconds.

Death (D) - A death is counted each time a player dies whether from another player, 
ability, or an indirect cause such as fall damage.

Assist (A) - An assist is recorded each time a player assists a teammate in achieving a 
kill whether through damage or ability.

Damage Assist  - Damage assists are recorded when a player deals 50+ damage 
to an enemy, but a teammate or teammate’s ability finishes the kill

Utility Assist - Utility assists are recorded when utility from a player helps a 
teammate get a kill with an ability such as a smoke that obscured an enemy’s line of 
sight of the killer or a flash that blinded the enemy that was killed.

First Kill (FK) - A first kill is rewarded if the player gets a kill and it is the first kill of the 
round
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First Death (FD) - A first death is rewarded if the player dies and it is the first death of 
the round

True First Kill (TFK) - A true first kill is recorded when the first kill is not traded within 3 
seconds.

True First Death (TFD) - A true first death is recorded when the first death is not traded 
within 3 seconds.

Clutch - A clutch is rewarded when the player who is last alive wins the round. These 
can be recorded in any 1vX situation.

Multikill (MK) - A multikill is counted when a player achieves 3 or more kills during a 
round

Other
Plants - A plant is counted when the player plants the spike while attacking

Defuses - A defuse is counted when the player defuses the spike while defending
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Breaking Down Valorant 
Statistics: Rate Stats
Rate statistics are typically presented as proportions or percentages and are calculated 
using division. 

There can be an infinite amount of rate stats you could calculate. Usually they’re 
calculated per round, match, series, or throughout a player’s career, but they can also 
be statistics that compare the ratio between two counting statistics such as kill/death 
ratio. I’m going to present some common ones I used throughout my analysis. 

Per Round Stats
All of these stats are calculated by dividing the statistic of interest by rounds played.

Kills per Round (KPR) - Calculated using total kills

Deaths per Round (DPR) - Calculated using total deaths

Assists per Round (APR) - Calculated using total assists

Average Damage per Round (ADR) - Calculated using total damage

Kill Assist Survived Traded (KAST) - Calculated using total KAST points. A KAST 
point is recorded if a player got a kill, an assist, survived, or was traded within 3 
seconds during a round. A player can receive one KAST point maximum per round.

(True) First Kill per Round (FKPR & TFKPR) - Calculated using total (true) first kills.

(True) First Death per Round (FDPR & TFDPR) - Calculated using total (true) first 
deaths

Ratio Stats
Kill Death (KD) - Kill death ratio is calculated by taking total kills and dividing by total 
deaths.

per round Rate Stat =
Rounds Played

Statistic of  Interest
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Kill Death Assist (KDA) - Kill death assist ratio is calculated by taking total kills plus 
total assists and dividing by total deaths

(True) First Kill (True) First Death (FKFD & TFKTFD) - This ratio is calculated by 
taking the total (true) first kills and dividing by the total (true) first deaths.

First Kill Success Rate (FKSR) - This ratio is calculated by taking the total first kills 
and dividing it by all first kill attempts

Headshot Percentage (HS.PCT) - Headshot percentage is calculated by taking the 
total number of headshots and dividing it by the total number of landed shots 
(headshots, bodyshots, legshots).

Clutch Percentage (CL.PCT) - Clutch percentage is calculated by taking the total 
number of clutches and dividing by the total number of clutch attempts.

Some other interesting rate stats for analysis can measure a player’s efficiency with a 
certain weapon or a player’s proportion of kills or kills + assists that come from ability 
usage.

KD =
Total Deaths
Total Kills

KDA =
Total Deaths

Total Kills  +  Total Assists

(T )FKFD =
(True) First Death
(True) First Kill

FKSR =
Total First Kill Attempts

Total First Kills

HS.PCT =
Total Headshots+ Total Bodyshots+ Total Legshots

Total Headshots

CL.PCT =
Total Clutch Attempts

Total Clutches
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Breaking Down Valorant 
Statistics: Advanced Stats
Advanced statistics aim to explain many areas of the game with one number. These 
statistics often use complex formulas to capture an insight about the overall game or an 
element of the game.

While Valorant is still newer, there are still some well known advanced stats. As the 
game and esports scene continues to grow, I expect the number of advanced stats to 
increase as well.

Average Combat Score (ACS)
Average combat score is a stat that is available in-game. Valorant calculates combat 
score every round of the game and is displayed to the player as the average over all 
rounds at the end.

While this stat aims to showcase a player’s strength in comparison to the lobby, its 
elements tend to be biased towards duelists and chamber players. Thus, when using 
ACS to compare players, it’s important to consider the agents the player is on and 
comparing it to the average ACS on those roles. 

The four components of ACS are: damage, kills, multikills, and non-damaging assists.

Damage: one point per damage dealt

Kills based on how many enemies are alive (ordered 5 enemies-1 enemy): 
150/130/110/90/70

Multikills: +50 per additional kill

Non-damaging assists: 25

It’s easy to see how duelists and chambers are more likely to have a higher combat 
score due to their playstyle: they typically get the first engagements and deal more 
damage per round. We can further confirm this by running an ANOVA to compare ACS 
across different roles.
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From this boxplot, you can see that there appears to be a difference between chambers 
and duelists ACS versus controllers and initiators ACS. Due to the data I had collected 
for the VCT 2022 season, I decided to leave out the sentinel role as there were few 
“pure sentinel” players. I then ran  an ANOVA test followed by a Tukey’s HSD to get the 
differences between roles. 

ACS by role boxplot using player data from VCT 2022.
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The results of the ANOVA (above) confirm that chambers and duelists have significantly 
greater ACS compared to controllers and initiators. It also confirms that Chamber and 
Duelists have similar ACS and controllers and initiator have similar ACS. 

So, we should be wary when using ACS as a comparison stat between players and 
should average it around whether a player is a duelist/chamber or on a support role.

Average Damage per Round adjusted (ADRa)

Average damage per round adjusted is a stat developed by FeraghoTheGreat 
(https://twitter.com/FerahgoTheGreat) and is described in VLR’s player rating explained 
article (https://www.vlr.gg/160667/vlr-gg-player-rating-explained). Since average 
damage per round is so heavily correlated with kills, to use it as a standalone statistic 
for other advanced stats it must be modfied.

Rating Stats
There are currently two primary rating stats that seek to measure a player’s impact on a 
game through one number. Rating stats aim to take into account many areas of the 

ANOVA summary, 95% confidence intervals, and Tukey Adjustment results

ADRa =
Total Rounds

Total Damage−Damage Per Kill
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game to create an easy to reference number for comparing player impact.

Spike Rating
The Spike rating was the first all-encompassing Valorant rating that sought to serve as a 
better alternative to ACS due to its biases. Their formula is based on kills, deaths, 
assists, first kills and first deaths, multikills, clutches, plants and defuses, and the 
economy of each team at the beginning of each round. Their statistic is normalized 
around 1 so a rating above 1 would be above average while a rating below 1 would be 
below average. Please refer to the Spike article for more information 
(https://www.thespike.gg/news/player-ratings-matches-results-notifications-vods-pages-
and-more-website-update-1-05/733).

VLR Rating
VLR’s rating statistic is relatively new and seeks to rate players on a more situational 
basis rather than end-of-round statistics at their face value. Their rating aims to weight 
kills, deaths, damage, assists, and surviving to measure a player’s impact during a 
game. VLR’s statistic is also normalized around 1 so interpreting it is similar to 
interpreting a player’s Spike rating. Please refer to the VLR article for more information 
(https://www.vlr.gg/160667/vlr-gg-player-rating-explained).

RIB Impact
Run It Back’s (RIB) impact value statistic aims to rate player’s impact based on round-
by-round and event-by-event situations similar to VLR. Impact takes into account how 
much a player’s event impacted the round’s win probability based on the scenario the 
player is in. Impact value is represented as a percentage and is cumulative so the 
higher the percentage, the greater the impact a player had. For more information, 
please read the Run It Back article (https://rib.gg/article/measuring-impact-value-most-
impactful-players-of-vct-heading-to-champions/).
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Behind the Metrics: ATK, DEF, 
Rating
Going into this project, I wanted to create encompassing metrics to gauge player 
performance on attack and defense as well as overall impact. Due to the limited data I 
was working with in both depth and sample size, the metrics I’ve created are less 
sophisticated compared to other rating metrics such as VLR’s player rating.  

Developing the Metrics
I scraped 305 VCT 2022 matches (15056 rounds) from rib.gg to calculate statistics I 
would use to weight my linear model. I created linear models using a variety of variables 
to get my variable weights to calculate my statistics, which I will not reveal the 
coefficients or response variables for.

ATK
The attack metric is made up of 5 components: Attack kill contribution, attack death 
contribution, attack assists, attack ADRa, and attack KAST.

Attack kill contribution is a mixture of attack stats such as kills per round, true first kills 
per round, and damage assists. Attack death contribution combines attack deaths and 
true first deaths per round while attack assists are made up of attack assists and utility 
assists per round. Attack ADRa and attack KAST are standalone statistics that are 
individually weighted.

DEF
The defense metric is made up of the same 5 components as attack, but for defense 
statistics. 

The defense kill contribution is made up of less stats, mainly first kills per round and 
damage assists. Defense death contribution accounts for defense deaths and first 
deaths per round. I surmise first deaths appeared more significant in my model than 
true first deaths because of the nature of defensive play. For example, if a player dies 
first on defense holding A site, but gets traded by his teammate on site, the site still 
most likely has less numbers, creating a disadvantageous position for defenders. 
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Defense assists and utility assists per round make up the defense assists statistic. 
Defense ADRa and KAST standalone for this metric as well.

Rating
The rating metric is also made up of the same 5 components, but involves more 
information due to my focus on a player’s impact towards any round.

Some additional factors include the impact of traded and untraded kills as well as team 
loadouts.

Future
If I had access to more in-depth data, I would love to further develop my ideas for metric 
creation in Valorant. For the scope of this project, I understand the limitations of my 
created metrics in gauging player performance and hope future models can improve 
upon those. 
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What are my next steps with this 
project?
I do want to make a 2023 version of this book now that franchising is in action. Given 
the chance to start from the beginning of the season rather than after all the events will 
give me the time I need to improve my methods and release a more in-depth, 
thoughtful, and accurate version for next year with more information. 

I hope to access better methods of gathering and analyzing data from these events to 
build upon my ideas for metrics as well as keep the project updated for live viewing as 
the 2023 season occurs. I want to also continue to write more articles and generate 
statistics to help analysts and coaches within the esports scene.

Thank you for checking out my project.

Jayden Chrzanowski | @ShoodieNA on Twitter
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Glossary
Terms from Matches section

Group Stage – The VCT International group events utilized a double-elimination, GSL 
 Group Stage Format. Four teams make up each group and each team has two chances 
 to qualify for the playoffs stage. 
    Opening (A) (B) (C) (D)– The opening matches consist of two matches in each group 
leading into the winner’s and elimination matches. Group letter is indicated by the group
 letter within parentheses.
        Winner’s (A) (B) (C) (D)– The winner’s match is an upper bracket match within the 
group stage. Both winning teams from the opening matches play to qualify for playoffs 
with the loser being sent to the decider. Group letter is indicated by the group letter 
within parentheses.
    Elimination (A) (B) (C) (D)– The elimination match is a lower bracket match between 
the losers of the opening matches. The loser of this match is eliminated from the event 
while the winner moves on to the decider. Group letter is indicated by the group letter 
within parentheses.within parentheses.
    Decider (A) (B) (C) (D)– The decider match is a lower bracket match between the 
winner of the elimination match and the winner of the winner’s match. The winner 
qualifies for playoffs while the loser is eliminated from the event. Group letter is 
indicated by the group letter within parentheses.
Playoffs Stage – The top 8 teams (4 from groups in Masters 1 and Masters 2; 8 from 
 groups in Champions) compete to win it all in a double elimination format.
        Upper Quarterfinals– The opening matches consist of four matches with the top 8 
teams randomly placed into the bracket. In Masters 1 and Masters 2, those coming from 
the group stage are paired against a team who received a bye round to the playoffs via 
qualification. In Champions, those coming from the winner’s match are paired up 
against a team coming from the decider match.
    Lower Rounds– The lower rounds occur in the lower bracket where teams who 
lose here are eliminated from the event. As teams drop to the lower bracket, they are 
fighting to make it to the lower final to get to the grand final.fighting to make it to the lower final to get to the grand final.
    Upper Semifinals– The upper semifinals make up the second round of matches in 
the upper bracket. Consisting of four teams and two matches, teams compete to get to 
the last stage of the upper bracket: the upper final.
    Upper Final– The upper final is the last round of matches in the upper bracket. The
team who wins moves on to the grand final while the loser is knocked down to the 
lower final.
        Lower Final– The lower final is the last round of matches in the lower bracket. The 
team who wins moves on to the grand final while the loser takes 3rd place in the event.
    Grand Final– The grand final is the last match of the event. The winner takes home
the trophy while the loser settles for 2nd place.
Score – Score is counted by map wins; In a Bo3, the first to 2 maps wins the series; 
 In a Bo5, the first to 3 maps wins the series.
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Glossary
Terms from Top Performers section
Rating – A metric created for the purpose of this project meant to be an 
 all-encompassing statistic for a player’s performance and impact during all 3 events.
ATK – A metric created for the purpose of this project meant to be a measure of attack-
side performance and impact during all 3 events.
DEF – A metric created for the purpose of this project meant to be a measure of 
defense-side performance and impact during all 3 events.
Role Role – A player’s position on their team, based on the player’s selected agent.
    Chamber– As the Chamber meta completely took over the 2022 VCT season, pure
sentinel players did not appear as much in favor of the gunplay-centered sentinel, 
Chamber. Due to the pick rate of the agent, I have decided to set the agent as its own 
role because of the unique playstyle and high pick rate versus other sentinel agents.
    Duelist– Duelists agents consist of Neon, Raze, Reyna, Phoenix, Jett, and Yoru. 
These players are typically the entry on attack-side and are characterized statistically as
typically having the highest FK and KPR rate (bar Chamber) and ability-wise with having typically having the highest FK and KPR rate (bar Chamber) and ability-wise with having 
an escape tool to take fights and reposition from more aggressive positions.
    Controller– Controller agents consist of Brimstone, Viper, Omen, and Astra. These
players are characterized by a smoke and/or wall ability to block enemy line of sight 
and tend to pace the offensive and defensive parts of the game.
    Initiator– Initiator agents consist of Sova, Breach, Skye, KAY/O, and Fade. These 
players are characterized by their valuable utility that help a team take fights and 
gather info. gather info. 
    IGL– In Game Leader. IGLs lead the team by making the pre-round and mid-round
calls. While usually one IGL is mainly appointed, many teams run multi-IGL setups such 
as designating a pre-round and mid-round caller or an attack-side and defense-side 
caller. 
RP – Rounds Played.
KD – Kill Death. KD is a rate statistic calculated by dividing the player’s kills by their 
  deaths.
KDA – Kill Death Assist. KDA is a rate statistic calculated by dividing the player’s kills 
 and assists by their deaths.
ACS – Average Combat Score. ACS is a statistic calculated in-game through damage 
 dealt, kills, multi-kills, and non-damaging assists.
KAST – Kill Assist Survived Traded. KAST is a percentage statistic calculated per game 
 as a proportion of rounds where a player got a kill, an assist, survived the round, or 
  was traded within 3 seconds by the total number of rounds.
ADR – Average Damage per Round.
KMAX – Kill Maximum. The highest number of kills a player achieved in a single match 
 throughout the 3 events.
FKFD – First Kill First Death. A proportion calculated by dividing the player’s first kills 
 by their first deaths (getting or being the first kill in a round, respectively)
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Glossary
TFKTFD – True First Kill True First Death. A proportion calculated by dividing the player’s 
true first kills by their true first deaths. A true first kill or first death is given if the kill was 
not traded within 3 seconds.
K – Total Kills. Counting stat.
D – Total Deaths. Counting stat.
A – Total Assists. Counting stat.
PlantsPlants – Total plants. Counting stat.
Defuses – Total defuses. Counting stat.
HS.PCT – Headshot percentage. A percentage calculated by dividing the total number of 
headshots by the total number of shots that hit (headshot, bodyshot, legshot).
CL.PCT – Clutch percentage. A percentage calculated by dividing the total number of 
clutches by the total number of clutch attempts.
MK – Total Multikills. A multikill is rewarded if a player gets 3 or more kills within a round. 

Terms from Team section

Formed – Date the team was created under the specific organization.
RND – Rounds played.
RW – Rounds won.
RWP – Round Win Percentage. Calculated by dividing rounds won by rounds played.
PISTOLS – Pistol Round Win Percentage. The amount of pistol rounds (first round of 
 each half) that are won by a team.
SWING SWING – Swing Round Win Percentage. The amount of gun rounds where either team will
 be forced to have worse economy the next round if they lose that are won by a team.
GUN – Gun Round Win Percentage. The amount of gun rounds (characterized by a 
 minimum loadout of 3 rifles from each team) that are won by a team.
ANTI-ECO – Anti-Eco Round Win Percentage. The amount of anti-eco rounds 
 (characterized by the tracked team having 3 or more rifles and the enemy team having 
 0-5k loadout worth) that are won by a team.
ECOECO – Eco Round Win Percentage. The amount of eco rounds (characterized by the 
 tracked team having 0-5k loadout worth and the enemy team having 3 or more rifles) 
 that are won by a team.
5v4 – 5v4 Round Win Percentage. The percentage a team won when they had the first kill 
 advantage.
4v5 – 4v5 Round Win Percentage. The percentage a team won when they were down the 
 first kill advantage.
1v11v1 – 1v1 Round Win Percentage. The percentage a team won when the round came 
 down to a 1v1 situation.
KPR – Kills Per Round. A rate statistic calculated by dividing a team’s total kills by total 
 rounds.
DPR – Deaths Per Round. A rate statistic calculated by dividing a team’s total deaths by 
 total rounds.
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GLOSSARY
APR – Assists Per Round. A rate statistic calculated by dividing a team’s total assists by 
 total rounds.
FKPR – First Kills Per Round. A rate statistic calculated by dividing a team’s total first kills 
 by total rounds.
FDPR – First Deaths Per Round. A rate statistic calculated by dividing a team’s total first 
 deaths by total rounds.
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